
SINGULARITY STRUCTURE IN MEAN CURVATURE FLOW OFMEAN CONVEX SETSTOBIAS H. COLDING AND BRUCE KLEINERAbstrat. In this note we announe results on the mean urvature ow of meanonvex sets in 3-dimensions. Loosely speaking, our results justify the naive piture ofmean urvature ow where the only singularities are nek pinhes, and omponentswhih ollapse to asymptotially round spheres.In this note we announe results on the mean urvature ow of mean onvex sets;all the statements below have natural generalizations to the setting of Riemannian3-manifolds, but for the sake of simpliity we will primarily disuss subsets of R3 here.Loosely speaking, our results justify the naive piture of mean urvature ow wherethe only singularities are nek pinhes, and omponents whih ollapse to asymptot-ially round spheres. Reall that a one-parameter family of smooth hypersurfaesfMtg � Rn+1 ows by mean urvature if(1) zt = H(z) = �Mtz ;where z = (z1; : : : ; zn+1) are oordinates on Rn+1 andH = �Hn is the mean urvaturevetor. The papers [ES91℄ and [CGG91℄ de�ned a level set ow for any losed subsetK of Rn . This is a 1-parameter family of losed sets Kt � Rn with K0 = K (when Kis a domain bounded by a smooth ompat hypersurfae then the evolution of �K fora short time interval oinides with the lassial mean urvature evolution). Following[Whi00℄, we say that a ompat subset K � Rn is mean onvex if Kt � Int(K) for allt > 0. In this ase there is also an assoiated Brakke ow M : t 7! Mt of reti�ablevarifolds [Bra78, Ilm94, Whi00℄, and the pair (M;K), whereK :=[t�0 Kt � ftg � Rn � Ris alled a mean-onvex ow, [Whi03℄. The fundamental papers [Whi00, Whi03℄developed a far-reahing partial regularity theory for mean urvature ow of meanonvex subsets of Rn . Our results build on [Whi00, Whi03℄, giving �ner understandingof the singularities in the 3-dimensional ase. Reall that the main result of [Whi00℄asserts that the spae time singular set of the region swept out by a mean{onvexset in Rn+1 has paraboli Hausdor� dimension at most (n� 1), and [Whi03℄ provedDate: Otober 15, 2003.THC was supported by NSF grant DMS 0104453.BK was supported by NSF grant DMS-0204506.1



a struture theorem for blow{ups of mean{onvex ows; f. also [HS99b, HS99a℄.We expet that the more re�ned desription of singularities given here will open theway for appliations of mean onvex ow to geometri and/or topologial problemsinvolving mean onvex surfaes.When (M;K) is a mean onvex ow in R3 , then for almost every time t the timeslie Kt is a domain with smooth boundary, [Whi00, Corollary to Theorem 1.1℄. Our�rst result shows that the high urvature portion of suh smooth time slies hasstandard loal geometry:Theorem 2. For all � > 0 there is a number h0 = h0(�) with the following property.If (M;K) is a mean onvex ow in R3 and Kt is a regular time slie of K for somet > 0, then there is a deomposition Kt = Gt [Bt, suh that� For all x 2 Gt, and after resaling by the fator h0d(x;�K) the pointed subset(Kt; x) is �-lose to some pointed half-spae (P; p) in the pointed C 1� -topology.� Eah omponent of Bt is di�eomorphi to the 3-ball or a solid torus, and forall x 2 �Kt \ Bt, the pointed subset (Kt; x) beomes, after resaling by thefator H(x), �-lose to a pointed onvex model subset (V; v) in the pointedC 1� -topology. Here V � R3 is a onvex set whose tangent one at in�nity iseither a point, a line, or a ray, and V looks like a round ylinder near in�nity,in the following sense: for every Æ > 0 there is a ompat set K � V , suhthat for every v0 2 V lying outside K, if we resale V by H(v0), the resultingpointed subset (V; v0) is Æ-lose to a round ylinder in the pointed C 1Æ -topology.Note that the bounds on the geometry deteriorate as one approahes �K; this isby neessity sine no regularity ondition has been imposed on K. If K happensto be smooth, then standard estimates for smooth mean urvature ow ontrol thegeometry ofKt when t . pr, where r is the normal injetivity radius of �K. Theorem2 may be ompared with the reent work of Huisken-Sinestrari [HS℄, where a similargeometri desription was obtained for mean urvature ow of smooth hypersurfaesin Rn where the sum of the �rst two prinipal urvatures is positive. The results in[Per02, setions 11, 12℄ are also in a similar spirit. Note that their results only applyto the evolution prior to the formation of the �rst singularity, whereas our results,like those in [Whi00, Whi03℄, apply even after the formation of a singularity. (In fat,the methods yield a deomposition of arbitrary time slies, whih we omit for thesake of simpliity.)It follows from the strong maximum priniple and ompatness that the sets �Ktfor t � 0 are disjoint, and de�ne a \singular foliation" of the original set K. Our nexttheorem proves H�older regularity of the singular set of the foliation �Kt.Theorem 3. The foliation de�ned by the sets �Kt is smooth on the omplement ofa losed subset S � K whih satis�es the following Reifenberg-type ondition: forall � > 0 there is an r0 = r0(�) suh that if r < r0 and x 2 S, then there is a line2



A � R3 suh that S \ B(x; r) is ontained in the tubular neighborhood N�r(A). Inpartiular, S lies in a 1-dimensional topologial submanifold  � K whih admits aC�-biH�older parametrization for all � < 1. Furthermore, the mean urvature de�nesa proper funtion on K n S.After passing through a singularity the topologial type of a surfae owing bymean urvature an hange. In [Whi95℄ White proved some results omparing thehomology of the surfae before and after suh a singularity. Our next theorem showsthat the region between two regular time slies is obtained from the earlier time slieby attahing 2 and 3{handles. Reall that attahing a k{handle to the boundary ofan n-manifold N is essentially just the proess of attahing a fattened-up k{disk to�N along the (k � 1){sphere, i.e. one glues Dk �Dn�k to �N along �Dk �Dn�k.Theorem 4. If 0 � t < t0 and Kt; Kt0 are regular time slies, then Kt n Int(Kt0) isa ompat 3-manifold with boundary whih may be obtained from �Kt by attahingk-handles for k = 2; 3.Our �nal theorem deals with mean onvex ow in a general 3-manifold, where theow may onverge as time tends to in�nity to a set K1 with nonempty interior.Theorem 5. Let M be a ompat Riemannian 3-manifold, and K � M a meanonvex subset with smooth boundary. Then as t!1, the intersetion of the sets Ktonverges to a (possibly empty) domain K1 � Int(K) � M , where eah boundaryomponent of K1 is a smooth, weakly stable minimal surfae, and genus(�K1) �genus(�K). Furthermore, any ompat minimal surfae in K n Int(K1) is ontainedin �K1; in partiular �K1 is homologially minimizing in the domain K n Int(K1).Referenes[Bra78℄ K. Brakke, The motion of a surfae by its mean urvature, Mathematial Notes, vol. 20,Prineton University Press, Prineton, N.J., 1978.[CGG91℄ Y. G. Chen, Y. Giga, and S. Goto, Uniqueness and existene of visosity solutions ofgeneralized mean urvature ow equations, J. Di�erential Geom. 33 (1991), no. 3, 749{786.[ES91℄ L. C. Evans and J. Spruk, Motion of level sets by mean urvature. I, J. Di�erential Geom.33 (1991), no. 3, 635{681.[HS℄ G. Huisken and C. Sinestrari, in preparation.[HS99a℄ G. Huisken and C. Sinestrari, Convexity estimates for mean urvature ow and singulari-ties of mean onvex surfaes, Ata Math. 183 (1999), no. 1, 45{70.[HS99b℄ G. Huisken and C. Sinestrari, Mean urvature ow singularities for mean onvex surfaes,Cal. Var. Partial Di�erential Equations 8 (1999), no. 1, 1{14.[Ilm94℄ T. Ilmanen, Ellipti regularization and partial regularity for motion by mean urvature,Mem. Amer. Math. So. 108 (1994), no. 520, x+90.[Per02℄ G. Perelman, The entropy formula for the Rii ow and its geometri appliations,math.DG/0211159.[Whi95℄ B. White, The topology of hypersurfaes moving by mean urvature, Comm. Anal. Geom.3 (1995), no. 1-2, 317{333. 3
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